Ultrastructural study of the early development of the sheep embryo.
An ultrastructural study of the different stages of pre-implantation in sheep was carried out, analysing the changes brought about mainly in the morula and blastocyst stages. The analysis of the embryos obtained showed a series of common characteristics in all stages, most noticeable being the presence of a high number of vesicles distributed in a uniform way in the cytoplasm, and also the presence of numerous electron-dense mitochondria in many varied forms. The most important ultrastructural modifications took place at the 16-cell stage and affected, principally, the nucleus, which presented numerous condensations of chromatin distributed along the nucleoplasm. The nucleoli adopted a reticular morphology, abandoning the compact aspects presented in the previous stage. These changes might be involved in the synthesis of embryonic RNA, and, accordingly, in the activation of the genome of this species. These data indicate that this stage is critical to the embryonic development and might be related to the blockage produced in the development of cultivated sheep embryos at the point of transition from 8 to 16 cells. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the first signs of modifications in the aspect of the nucleus are observed at the four-cell stage, being characterized by the appearance of vacuolated areas in the nucleolus, indicating the first signs of embryonic nucleic activity, which would anticipate the main change in the control of the protein synthesis.